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Abstract
The aim of this study is to show how Google’s business model is concealed within Google Apps for 
Education (GAFE) as well as how such a bundle is perceived within one educational organisation, 
consisting of approximately 30 schools. The study consists of two parts: 1) a rhetorical analysis 
of Google policy documents and 2) an interview study in a Swedish educational organisation. 
By making an implicit demarcation between the two concepts (your) ‘data’ and (collected) 
‘information’ Google can disguise the presence of a business model for online marketing and, at 
the same time, simulate the practices and ethics of a free public service institution. This makes 
it problematic for Swedish schools to implement Google Apps for Education, bearing in mind 
Google’s surveillance practices for making profits on pupil’s algorithmic identities. From a front 
end viewpoint of Google Apps for Education, the advantages of the services are evident to the 
users, and emerge in the study, whereas back end strategies are relatively hidden.

Keywords
Cloud computing, algorithmic identities, Google Apps for Education (GAFE), privacy, 
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Introduction

This study focuses on digital surveillance in relation to public cloud services in Swedish schools. 
Today, an increasing number of both public and private schools, not only Swedish, are 
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implementing new forms of educational intermediaries (Williamson, 2015b) that serve to create a 
technological layer between and around pupils and teachers. The most highly touted of these is a 
Google cloud service specially made for schools – Google Apps for Education (GAFE). As GAFE 
is presented as a free to use service for schools, implementation seems to allow substantial savings 
in IT costs. In addition, with the implementation of GAFE, standards are supplied in all types of 
applications, which are, furthermore, easily convertible to each other. This means that schools 
struggling with the lack of common format standards (doc, pdf, odt, rtf, etc.) relating to digital 
communication between teachers and pupils are offered a solution. Taken together, Google seems 
to resolve both economic and practical issues.

Nonetheless, implementation has not been without controversy. In 2011, Salem announced that 
they were the first municipality in Sweden to implement GAFE. This prompted the Swedish Data 
Inspection Board to raise an injunction, arguing that pupils’ privacy was threatened by its use. 
Despite unresolved policy issues regarding privacy, other educational organisations/municipalities 
in Sweden have followed in Salem’s wake. Since 2011, agreements with Google have been signed 
in many Swedish municipalities as well as with individual school organisations.

How GAFE is perceived in schools is of importance for the coming development of information 
and communication technologies (ICTs) in schools, not only in Sweden, but also worldwide. Keen 
(2015) noted that idealists, overtly scorning commercial usage, originally created internet-based 
technologies as a public good. However, during the last two decades, internet has become colo-
nised by a few multinational private sector actors. Google holds considerable power over internet 
usage through their different services – such as Google Search, Google Maps, Google Earth, 
YouTube, Google Translate, Google Books, Google Scholar, etc. Google is one of the four giant 
multinational corporations that claim ownership of most about everything digital in modern life, 
often referred to as GAFA (Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon) (cf. Barraux, 2013). Given that this 
power structure also extends to smart phones and tablet computers, through the Android operating 
system, we find the trend to implement GAFE in schools somewhat problematic in at least two 
ways. First, we see the development of what Williamson (2015a, 2015b) labels ‘digital education 
governance’ in which educators and pupils become reconfigured as targets for data mining, track-
ing and measurement. This also involves shifting focus from the classroom to the algorithmic 
identity of the ‘data double’. Second, the publicly funded compulsory school system in countries 
such as Sweden seems to be fraternising with opaque business interests. In a book co-authored by 
former Google CEO Eric Schmidt, the power involved is made explicit:

We believe that the modern technology platforms, such as Google, Facebook, Amazon and Apple, are even 
more powerful than most people realize, and our future world will be profoundly altered by their adoption 
and successfulness in societies everywhere. These platforms constitute a true paradigm shift, akin to the 
invention of television, and what gives them their power is their ability to grow – specifically, the speed at 
which they scale. Almost nothing short of a biological virus can spread as quickly, efficiently or aggressively 
as these technology platforms, and this makes the people who build, control and use them powerful too. 
(Schmidt and Cohen, 2013: 9–10)

Judging by this statement, it would seem those implementing technologies of digital education 
governance such as GAFE are likely to miss the mark when estimating the impact of ‘going with 
Google’. Such attempts are further hampered if corporations, such as Google, mislead school 
organisations regarding the business model involved. In this study, we therefore initially focus on 
how Google in policy documents creates distance from involvement in a kind of ‘surveillance 
economy’. Thereafter, we turn to perceptions of GAFE and surveillance in the context of imple-
mentation within a Swedish school organisation.
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After the literature review, we will briefly sketch a background to the introduction of commer-
cial interests and educational information technology into the public school system. Following 
this, we will introduce the business model of web 2.0 corporations, particularly Google. In doing 
so, we describe two vital distinctions: front end/back end and the processor/the archive. This sets 
the scene for the two interlinked parts of the study. The first is devoted to a business model embed-
ded within a ‘surveillance economy’, as it is portrayed in user oriented policy documents, i.e. 
mediation of inscribed policy concepts such as data and information. Our interest is how Google 
uses these concepts rhetorically. We thereby attempt to uncover what is actually done with pupils’ 
data/information. Google policies, we argue, are written with the intention of concealing the busi-
ness model. The second part concerns perceptions of GAFE as it was implemented within one 
Swedish educational organisation, consisting of approximately 30 schools. The purpose of com-
bining these two parts is to uncover the gap between perceptions of GAFE within education – front 
end – and Google’s expropriate use of pupils’ data/information – back end. The paper concludes 
with a discussion and conclusion.

Literature review

The study at hand is inspired by several approaches. Building on Science and Technology Studies 
(STS), we view GAFE as a socio-technological constructed artefact inscribed with implicit social 
values (e.g. Fuller and Collier, 2004; Johansson, 1997; Toscano, 2012). STS is mostly concerned 
with the social dimensions of technological innovation, much less with the impact that technology 
has on social structures. Such a focus has been developed within Software Studies, acknowledging 
the power of code/software in society (e.g. Berry, 2011; Manovich, 2013). Most pertinent for the 
current study, ICTs, software, code, algorithms and data within the educational sphere have been 
critically scrutinised within this research approach (e.g. Edwards, 2015; Edwards and Carmichael, 
2012; Lynch, 2015a, 2015b; Williamson, 2015a, 2015b, 2016a, 2016b). Lynch stresses the impor-
tance in understanding the implications of software on policy and practice, while investigating the 
role of software in school reform (2015a) and the role of data in education (2015b). Edwards and 
Carmichael (2012) view code as actor, ‘both enabling and constraining knowledge, reasoning, 
representation and students’ (p.575). As actor, it has impact on education and is not a neutral tool 
(Edwards, 2015). This is in line with research, which is focused on ‘digital governance’ in public 
education in England (e.g. Selwyn, 2016; Souto-Otero and Beneito-Montagut, 2016; Williamson, 
2016a, 2016b). In his studies on governing policy (2015a) and intermediary organisations (2015b) 
Williamson shows how the individual learner is ‘constructed’ by the analysis of data, based on web 
behaviour, where algorithms are used to predict individuals’ future progress. In addition to STS 
and Software Studies, this study is also influenced by Surveillance Studies, an interdisciplinary 
research field that views algorithms as instruments of surveillance (e.g. Cheney-Lippold, 2011).

Earlier research about GAFE has mostly been explorations of educational opportunities (e.g. 
Brown and Hocutt, 2015; Railean, 2012;). In addition, there are plentiful of reports from profes-
sional educators, mostly emphasising practical/localised issues (e.g. Barlow and Lane, 2007; Klein 
et al., 2012; Scheid et al., 2012). There have been a few earlier studies with at critical perspective 
scrutinising GAFE as an instrument for digital surveillance (e.g. Roth, 2015; Weber, 2016).

Google Apps for Education – the service

GAFE consists of a suite of cloud-based application programs: Google Classroom (not in use by 
the school organisation studied at the time of data collection), Gmail, Google Drive, Google 
Calendar, Google Docs, Google Spread sheets, Google Presentation, Google Sites (only in use at a 
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couple of schools at the time of the interviews) (Google for Education: Save time and stay con-
nected, 2016). As of writing, Google claims to have 50 million students, teachers and administra-
tors using GAFE (Google for Education: Tools schools can trust, 2016).

Schools, the Free Market and ICT

In recent decades, the idea of the ‘information society’ has greatly influenced the ICT trend in 
Swedish schools. This ‘may perhaps be driven more by economic than educational concerns’ 
(Player-Koro, 2012: 73) and has been hard to criticise, since both policy makers and researchers 
have created a ‘belief system’ that educational technology is ‘a potential force for positive 
change’ and can ‘solve pedagogical problems’ (Player-Koro, 2012: 70). In addition to the 
‘information society’, the European Union and the OECD have been engaged in long-standing 
discussions on similar concepts such as the information economy (OECD, 1986), learning 
economy Lundvall and Johnson (1994) and, most importantly, the knowledge-based economy 
(OECD, 1996).

ICTs in education are pushed by IT vendors and can frequently be understood as a strategy for 
marketing new ICTs (Nivala, 2009; Robertson, 2003). Therefore, also the adaption of GAFE 
should be seen in the context of the evolving introduction of markets and choice reforms (Rönnberg, 
2015) into public education. Le Grand and Bartlett (1993) aptly coined the concept ‘quasi-market’ 
(as opposed to ‘free market’) to describe a situation where governments retain a minimum of regu-
latory power and pupils become ‘customers’, using a free service. Ichilov (2012) has forcefully 
argued that the introduction of market terminology, discourse and practices translate into new 
epistemological positions that essentially transform all aspects of education. Governments, since 
the 1990s, have become increasingly pressured to transform public goods into private goods and, 
in addition, schools have continually been subjected to systematic cutbacks in public funding. This, 
in turn, has placed heavy demands on schools to continuously review and reduce all types of costs. 
The remaining dual ambition, of reducing spending and increasing efficiency, serves as a vital 
context for the introduction of GAFE.

GAFE and Google’s business model

It is important to bear in mind that GAFE services are usually free to utilise, since Google has a 
well-established business model that allows the creation of wealth through the processing of users’ 
behaviour on the web. Perhaps most crucially, Google’s information on users’ behaviour on the 
web is collected through the DoubleClick server and is thereafter packaged and sold to advertisers. 
In 2014 Google had revenues of 59 billion dollars from sales of advertisements (Google Inc., 
2015). Following the perspective of Fuchs (2012, 2014) it can be argued that users are severely 
misled when they assume that Google supplies a free service. It is, in fact Google that has access 
to free digital labour, as people through their everyday practices produce the commodity that cre-
ates Google’s economic wealth. ‘Google’s exploitation of users is not only limited to its own sites, 
its surveillance process is networked, spreads and tries to reach all over the WWW’ (Fuchs, 2012: 
46). Fuchs (2014) thus presents a view of humans as ‘instruments for economic accumulation’ 
(pp.279–280) in the advertising industry, where Google is one of several stakeholders. Fuchs 
(2012) argues that ‘Google is the ultimate economic surveillance machine and the ultimate user-
exploitation machine’ (p.44), since they economically exploit all users’ data. Obviously, this threat-
ens the individuals’ privacy (p.47).

Based on the background sketched above, we aim to show how Google’s business model is 
disguised in relation to the use of GAFE. This is executed by a rhetorical analysis of Google policy 
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documents and an interview study in a Swedish educational organisation, where perceptions of 
privacy are studied in relation to GAFE.

Google’s business model – front end/back end

In short, the business model Google uses involves front end – free services – and back end – infor-
mation packaged for profit (van Dijck, 2013). Considering the front end of GAFE, the services’ 
advantages are evident to the users, whereas back end strategies are relatively hidden. As is shown 
in this paper’s rhetorical analysis, the corporate strategy, according to Google policy documents, is 
to analyse users’ information behaviour on the web to create tailored information for use in adver-
tising. Arguably, with increased Google lock-in, more precise, individually customised informa-
tion can be produced.

As Gehl (2014) has pointed out, computers are ruled by a sociotechnical dichotomy of tremen-
dous importance: the processor and the archive. This distinction has been further played out as web 
2.0 corporations have emerged. Front end activities are basically concerned with what the proces-
sor can do. However, web 2.0 corporations (of which Google is the most iconic) build on an origi-
nal idea of giving away processing for free while retaining ownership of the archive. Gehl (2014) 
argues that we are dealing with two different kinds of logics, that of the immediate now (front end/
processor) and the archived past (back end). While users are creating content in the present, the 
owners of the applications ‘command the past, a past largely imagined to be an increasingly granu-
lar map of user desires’ (Gehl, 2014: 48). As an ideological principle, web 2.0 applications tend to 
be designed with an emphasis on ‘processors’ which seduces users into what is happening right 
now. As noted by Gerben (2009), newness is privileged ‘as a default design principle’. This 
emphatic push for new content will continuously feed and develop the archive.

An important part of this web 2.0 business model is to have exclusive ownership of a specific 
user generated archive. However, in their policy documents Google sometimes implies that it does 
not aspire to any such monopoly. For instance, Google states on its homepage that its mission ‘is to 
organise the world’s information and make it universally accessible and useful’ (Google, 2016). 
This is no mean feat. The ‘world’s information’ signals access to all archives, not only data pro-
duced on Google platforms. The act of creating universal accessibility would, of course, defy the 
business model of any web 2.0 corporation.

For decades, it has been of vital interest for corporations to acquire as much information as pos-
sible about customers, or potential customers. According to Turow (2011) the advertising industry 
now uses different tactics on the web to collect and analyse information about individuals in ways 
previously not possible. There are now far more sophisticated tactics for finding out more about 
customers, thereby attaining better control over the future of businesses. Today tactics – such as 
cookies and anonymous identifiers – have been refined, using digital information connected to 
individual users, called personalisation, customisation or tailoring. Cheney-Lippold (2011), 
among others, has identified patterns in which personal behaviour, surfing the web, is tracked to 
create algorithmic identities for online marketing. Algorithms are effective in filtering, sorting and 
prioritising information on the internet and have therefore been recognised as fundamental in get-
ting access to knowledge and power in the hands of popular actors on the web. Beer (2009) states 
that there is an urgent need to understand how this power is played out, affecting the individual.

The processing of computer algorithms creates identities, which also are categorised based on 
the history of the user’s online footprints (Cheney-Lippold, 2011). The ‘algorithmic inference 
works as a mode of control, of processes of identification that structure and regulate our lives 
online within the context of online marketing and algorithmic categorisation’ (p.164). These strate-
gies are not at all dependent on the user’s own data stored in a cloud, or on registered personal 
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information, such as name, address, gender and age, which certain services require. Instead, surf-
ing habits reveal the user and provide an algorithmic identity, which is continuously updated based 
on renewed algorithms.

Google policy rhetoric on exploitation of user data and 
information

The surveillance practice utilised by Google has been discussed in a wealth of texts (e.g. Andrejevic, 
2007; Fuchs, 2011, 2012; Humphreys, 2011; Keen, 2015; Sullivan, 2014; Turow, 2011). However, 
many discussions fall short owing to the lack of transparency regarding Google’s actual practices. 
It is easy to state that Google, as other web 2.0 corporations, creates wealth by utilising their exclu-
sive access to a user-generated archive. Nonetheless, Google, as many other giants of the digital 
age frequently claim, ‘we do not sell your data’. In the current section, we aim to make a contribu-
tion to this discussion through a rhetorical analysis of several Google policy documents. The pur-
pose is to understand Google’s rhetoric when explaining how they exploit the archive. Policy 
documents are, of course, crucial instruments in the creation of regulatory relationships between 
involved parties, i.e. manifestation of digital education governance. It is, therefore, problematic for 
all involved that such documents are frequently revised, combined or expanded in scope. 
Williamson (2015b) warns that contemporary educational intermediaries are to be seen as early 
examples of technologies that can be implemented in the years to come. Current policy documents 
need therefore to allow for future software, or to be continuously revised.

The starting point of our analytical work was the assumption that it would be fruitful to scruti-
nise Google policy documents as rhetorical texts rather than as guidelines. Policy texts are usually 
understood as neutral and informative descriptions of rules. This was, for instance, the character of 
the 26 social media policy documents analysed by Klang and Nolin (2011). However, these texts 
were aimed at standardising routines within an organisation. Policy texts aimed at customers may 
be written with other aims, balancing legal concerns with user readability. Such texts may become 
heavy with legal jargon and be difficult to understand and this was the case with the eight privacy 
policies analysed by Furnell and Phippen (2012). Our approach runs parallel in part to Turow’s 
(2011), who examined Google’s old privacy policy in 2011 and stated that ‘the main theme of the 
privacy policy appears to be that Google protects ‘personal information’ while avoiding a central 
focus on advertising’ (p.177). This impression is further reinforced by Edwards (2011) who previ-
ously worked for Google. He recalls a conversation between Google engineers and Google co-
founder Larry Page:

Well, some engineers asked, why don’t we just tell people how we use cookie data to improve our products? 
… Larry opposed any path that would reveal our technological secrets or stir the privacy pot and endanger 
our ability to gather data … Users would oversimplify the issue with baseless fears and then refuse to let 
us collect their data. That would be a disaster for Google … (Edwards, 2011: 340)

Since technology developers such as Google are foremost into developing new technology, legal 
concerns are not within their scope. Schmidt and Cohen (2013) state: ‘… if Google stopped all 
product development whenever it found itself faced with a government suit, it would never build 
anything’ (p.66). Instead, it seems Google trusts that legal concerns will be resolved once the tech-
nology is in place.

Building further on this assumption, we found it interesting to examine Google policy texts as 
rhetorical in character. When approaching a text from a rhetorical perspective, it is assumed that it has 
been designed to reach distinct goals of persuading specific audiences. Texts are therefore arranged 
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in such an order that they maximise persuasion in relation to the goal. The aim of the rhetorical docu-
ment is therefore markedly different than that of the purely informative policy document.

We aimed to collect and review all available and relevant policy documents provided by Google 
and not only those particularly concerned with GAFE. This is an important point of departure as 
Google services are intimately intertwined. As a result, we found that the GAFE webpage was 
directly linked to Google’s privacy policy (Google for Education: Tools schools can trust, 2016). 
Indeed, Google famously unified 60 of 70 policy documents into one deliberately user-friendly 
privacy policy on 1 March 2012 (Google, 2012). In doing so, they argued that users would find the 
same rules and requirements for all Google services. Fairly consistent with Google’s own account, 
we were able to identify six policy documents beyond the unified privacy policy document. In 
addition, we found it useful to review the vision articulated on Google’s home page (Google, 
2016). In the next stage of our process, we sought to identify the overarching aim of the rhetorical 
procedures in the different texts.

After having reviewed available policy documents, we suggest that the rhetorical aim of Google 
customer-oriented policy documents is to disguise the business model and to persuade the reader 
to understand Google as a free public service, divorced from marketplace contexts and concerns. 
We found it quite remarkable that the commercial aspects of Google’s relationship to customers 
were so absent in the documents we reviewed. In fact, even though Google uses the term customer 
this may be something of a misnomer. A seller/customer relationship would seem to include some 
kind of financial exchange in return for goods or services, but here we understand the term cus-
tomer as referring to non-paying users. Google tends to refer to their paying customers as ‘third 
parties’ or ‘our partners’. Quite clearly, even the use of the ‘customer’ concept serves the strategy 
of making commercial practices invisible. At the next stage of our rhetorical analysis we therefore 
sought to identify further rhetorical tactics that were used to disguise the web 2.0 business model.

In order to carry legal weight, policy documents need to state that Google’s constantly expand-
ing archive is commercially exploited. However, the policy texts that we have reviewed are 
arranged in such a manner that this topic is separated from numerous other segments. This arrange-
ment allows major parts of the policy texts to be worded as if Google does not have a web 2.0 
business model or functions as a corporation within a marketplace. This is what we call a proce-
dural rhetoric. Further, we have identified four separate rhetorical tactics that disguise the web 2.0 
business model:

1. Hands-off rhetoric: Several segments of the policy texts state clearly, or so it seems, that the 
archive is not exploited, i.e. we do not sell your data.

2. Benefiting rhetoric: Exploitation of the archive is often framed as something that is primar-
ily done in order to improve services for the user or the user experience. The commercial 
value is often not mentioned.

3. Sidelining rhetoric: Frequently, practices relating to the business model are belittled or 
framed as a minor aspect of what Google does.

4. By example rhetoric: Google is fond of explaining their practices through examples in their 
policy texts. In their privacy policy the phrase ‘for example’ is used 37 times (Google 
Privacy Policy, 2016). Frequently, practices can be explained both as front end (user ser-
vice) and back end (business model) and in such cases, most examples only supply the 
former. From an epistemological viewpoint a wide range of examples can underpin knowl-
edge claims. Different examples can always be chosen in order to emphasise or clarify a 
certain dimension of the knowledge claim. In order to explore a knowledge claim more 
fully, several examples need to be supplied. Google’s systematic approach of giving one 
example connected to each claim is therefore misleading in more than one way.
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The main rhetorical tactic is undoubtedly hands-off. This is often combined with benefiting rheto-
ric, Google claims that the user experience is more important than their ‘own internal goal or bot-
tom line’ (Google, 2016). This is also expressed in Google’s aim to be transparent:

Whether it’s real-time dashboards to verify systems performance, auditing of data handling processes or 
information about our data centers, we’re committed to leading the industry in transparency. It’s your data, 
and we want you to know what happens with it so that you always remain in control of it. (Transparency 
– Google for Work Help, 2016)

Google reassuringly claims that it is ‘your data’ and that you always have ‘control of it’. This seems 
to imply that Google does not claim (exclusive) ownership of the archive and does not exploit it. 
On Google’s webpages, information about trust and privacy is further specified, referring to how 
the user’s data is processed. In their privacy policy it is stated that it is important to protect the 
customers’ information:

We do everything in our power to protect you and your businesses, schools, and government organisations 
from attempts to compromise your data. We vigorously resist any unlawful attempt to access our customers’ 
data, whether it be from a hacker or a government body. (Privacy – Google for Work Help, 2016)

Here, we also find the benefiting rhetoric, with the claim that Google protects the data from being 
compromised by illegal access. An important part of this kind of rhetorical tactic is to expand on 
threats from external actors and, thereby, downplay problems involving Google itself. This tactic 
allows the development of certain segments of texts in which very little is said about how Google 
processes the data. Answering the questions: ‘Is Google using my data? For what?’ they say that 
they do not sell their customers’ data, they only process it:

Google processes your data to fulfill our contractual obligation to deliver our services. Google’s 
customers own their data, not Google. The data that companies, schools and students put into our 
systems is theirs. Google does not sell your data to third parties. Google offers our customers a detailed 
Data Processing Amendment that describes our commitment to protecting your data. (Privacy – Google 
for Work Help, 2016)

Once again, and here more emphatically, the hands-off rhetoric is utilised to claim that there is no 
exploitation of the archive in any way. There seems to be a loophole in the argument as Google 
alludes to processing of the data. Nonetheless, as far as we have seen, the key concept processing 
is not defined in the policy documents. It is reasonable to assume that this processing results in 
some kind of meta-data, for instance in the form of algorithmic identities. Still, some examples are 
given and are consistent with the by example rhetoric concerning front end services, implying that 
processing is about protecting users. Google states that it is ‘scanning in Gmail’ for GAFE, for 
‘virus and spam protection, spell check, relevant search results and features such as Priority Inbox 
and auto-detection of calendar events. Scanning to provide product features is done on all incom-
ing emails and is 100% automated’ (Google Apps for Education: Common Questions – Google 
Apps Administrator Help, 2016). Switching again to the hands-off rhetoric, they firmly state that 
they ‘do NOT scan’ GAFE emails with advertising in mind.

After analysing several Google policy documents it becomes obvious that the hands-off rhetoric 
is built around a crucial distinction between data and information. So, on the one hand, Google 
frequently refers to practices regarding ‘your data’ ‘user data’, ‘personal data’, ‘customer data’, 
etc. On the other hand, a completely different meaning is given to ‘collected information’, ‘infor-
mation that we collect’ or ‘information that you give us’. This distinction is never clarified as these 
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concepts, although appearing frequently, are never defined. This is crucial as these concepts play a 
vital role in structuring the policy texts.

In order to understand Google policies, we need to render manifest the use of the terms data and 
information. Searching for definitions of what data refers to, we found only a definition of per-
sonal data as: ‘submitted, stored, sent or received by Customer or End Users via the Services may 
include user IDs, email, documents, presentations, images, calendar entries, tasks and other elec-
tronic data’ (Google Apps Data Processing Amendment, 2016). Obviously, this does not clarify if 
user data and personal data can be understood as equivalent.

Furthermore, customer data was defined as ‘data (which may include personal data and the 
categories of data referred to in Appendix 1) submitted, stored, sent or received via the Services by 
Customer, its Affiliates or End Users’ (Google Apps Data Processing Amendment, 2016). These 
definitions referring to data serves as a foundation for the hands-off rhetoric. As long as Google is 
referring to ‘data’ they can emphatically state that ‘you own your own data’ and ‘we do not sell 
your data’. Whenever the concept (your) ‘data’ is used, Google usually refers to numerous ethical 
principles of non-surveillance and non-commercial exploitation.

However, (collected) ‘information’ refers to something completely different than (your) ‘data’, 
namely the things that people do, i.e. their behaviour. In their privacy policy, Google lists at length 
‘information that we collect’ including:

•• personal information given to sign up services;
•• device information (including hardware model operating system version, unique device and 

identifiers, mobile network and phone number);
•• log information (including search queries, telephone log information, phone number, calling 

party number, time and date of calls, duration of calls, types of calls);
•• IP address;
•• device event information (including system activity, hardware settings, date/time of URLs 

visited, and browser type);
•• identifying cookies;
•• location information (including IP address, GPS and other sensor data);
•• installed or uninstalled applications;
•• local storage (including personal information);
•• cookies and similar technologies.(Google Privacy Policy, 2016)

When utilising ‘collected information’, Google policy allows for a range of surveillance activi-
ties. In the Privacy Policy – Privacy & Terms – Google it is stated that ‘personal information’ is 
collected and this seems to refer to behaviour and networks. Instead of saying that Google col-
lects information on the ads people click on and who they connect to on the web, the benefiting 
rhetoric is put into play and it is claimed that ‘to provide better services’ they are ‘figuring out 
… which ads you’ll find most useful, the people who matter most to you online, or which 
YouTube videos you might like’ (Google Privacy Policy, 2016). This is done through cookies 
and anonymous identifiers:

We and our partners use various technologies to collect and store information when you visit a Google 
service, and this may include using cookies or similar technologies to identify your browser or device. We 
also use these technologies to collect and store information when you interact with services we offer to our 
partners, such as advertising services or Google features that may appear on other sites. Our Google 
Analytics product helps businesses and site owners analyze the traffic to their websites and apps. When 
used in conjunction with our advertising services, such as those using the DoubleClick cookie, Google 
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Analytics information is linked, by the Google Analytics customer or by Google, using Google technology, 
with information about visits to multiple sites. (Google Privacy Policy, 2016)

There is no clarification regarding who these partners are, but very few corporations worldwide 
can avoid having a relationship with Google. In the general privacy policy, it is clearly stated: ‘Our 
automated systems analyse your content (including emails) to provide you with personally relevant 
product features, such as customised search results, tailored advertising and spam and malware 
detection’ (Google, 2014). This is clearly a combination of benefiting and sidelining rhetoric also 
involving the curious phrase ‘our automated systems’, seemingly implying that living people are 
not in any way involved. It is a somewhat misleading turn of phrase since, obviously, numerous 
third-party corporations will have information about the individual preferences of users. Quite 
explicitly, emails, otherwise included in the hands-off ‘user data’ category, is included as a source 
for customised search results and tailored advertising, although Google states in their policies that 
they do not sell the data to ‘third parties’. Referring to GAFE, Google states that they ‘do not col-
lect or use student data for advertising purposes or create advertising profiles’ (Google for 
Education, 2016). They continue: ‘Additionally, we do not collect or use any information stored in 
Apps for Education users’ Google Drive or Docs (or Sheets, Slides, Drawings, Forms) for any 
advertising purposes’ (Privacy – Google for Work Help, 2016).

There is obviously a dichotomy between (your) ‘data’ and (collected) ‘information’. As this is not 
clarified, the privacy concerned user needs to be cautious. In the privacy policy, Google frankly states: 
‘When information is associated with your Google account, we treat it as personal information’ 
(Google Privacy Policy, 2016). In another context, this would sound quite reassuring. However, as 
Google has declared an ambition to commercially exploit personal information, a more reassuring 
phrase in the current rhetorical context would instead be ‘we treat it as personal data’. That said, ‘per-
sonal information’ is an interesting concept within the context of Google policy. It is, seemingly, situ-
ated between (your) ‘data’ and (collected) ‘information’ in a curious grey zone of its own. The concept 
itself is not defined although we are given some clues regarding ‘sensitive personal information’ which 
is characterised as something not registered: ‘This is a particular category of personal information 
relating to confidential medical facts, racial or ethnic origins, political or religious beliefs or sexuality’ 
(Google Privacy and Terms, 2016). Our interpretation is that ‘personal information’ as well as ’col-
lected information’ in these policy documents means algorithmic identities. It is then emphasised that 
‘sensitive personal information’ is not used as a source in the construction of algorithmic identities, 
although it is not clear how this filtering is performed. When Google asserts ‘we do not share personal 
information placed in our systems with third parties’ (Google for Education: Tools schools can trust, 
2016) it can be interpreted as: we do not sell our algorithmic identities of users. However, this does not 
mean that Google abstains from utilising these resources in order to produce targeted advertisement.

The privacy policy also supplies some relevant information on what Google does with collected 
information. Here, both sidelining and benefiting rhetoric tactics are utilised:

We use the information we collect from all of our services to provide, maintain, protect and improve them, 
to develop new ones and to protect Google and our users. We also use this information to offer you tailored 
content – like giving you more relevant search results and ads. (Google Privacy Policy, 2016)

This is, once again, an effort to rhetorically position this corporation as a non-profit organisation or 
a public service. The crucial ‘also use’, placed here as an afterthought, is really a statement regard-
ing Google’s business model.

Google is also explicit about the way that personal information is actively combined in order to 
counter users’ attempts to develop multiple internet identities:
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We may use the name you provide for your Google Profile across all of the services we offer that require 
a Google Account. In addition, we may replace past names associated with your Google Account so that 
you are represented consistently across all our services. (Google Privacy Policy, 2016)

Naturally, it is economically advantageous to strengthen the algorithmic identity portrayed of indi-
vidual users – the back end value. However, the benefiting rhetoric is utilised to portray this as a 
service rather than a vital economical driver.

In sum, then, Google makes an implicit demarcation concerning the archive through the two 
concepts (your) ‘data’ and (collected) ‘information’ and, thus, it becomes possible for Google to 
disguise the presence of a business model and to simulate the practices and ethics of a free public 
service institution. Judging by the policies it appears that Google elegantly divides the archive into 
two parts, rhetorically referring to one of them as hands-off. Thereby, it is implied that no economic 
exploitation of data/information connected to the user is involved at all. However, Google is also 
very clear about a wealth of tactics for tracking, archiving and exploiting user behaviour on the web.

Even though the implicit demarcation between data/information pursued by Google, to our 
knowledge, has not been recognised in earlier literature, it must be noted that monitoring behaviour 
has been emphasised in earlier literature. In his history of the development of social media Gehl 
(2014: 105) notes: ‘As ad networks insinuated themselves into niche sites, marketers began to learn 
more about the desires of Web users. Surveillance of user activities has become the business model 
of online advertising’. Referring to Facebook, Google and Twitter, he continues: ‘Their goal, from 
their earliest days, has been to produce audiences that adhere to tracking standards and deliver 
them to marketers’ (p.106).

It is important to keep these tactics in mind as we later on move over to a specific case of GAFE 
within a Swedish educational organisation.

GAFE and legal difficulties

As Google has strived to standardise policies for all services, GAFE homepage provides a link to 
the general privacy policy. In addition, we find the main notions discussed above reiterated. At 
GAFE webpage this commonality is expressed as ‘[w]e are committed to protecting the privacy 
and security of all of our users, including students’. It is also stated that the service is completely 
free – ‘Google Apps for Education is free for schools with 24/7 support at no cost. Never any ads, 
and your data is yours…’ (Google for education: Save time and stay connected, 2016).

This statement not only emphasises the ubiquitous ‘your data is yours’ but also implies a com-
pletely non-commercial service with no disadvantages involved.

GAFE webpage provides several variations of this statement such as ‘Google Apps for Education 
users own their data, not Google. The data that schools put into our systems is theirs, and we 
believe it should stay that way – it says so in our contracts’ (Google Apps Terms of Service – 
Google Apps, 2016). It is furthermore stated that their ‘commitment to the security and privacy of 
your data is absolute and we do everything in our power to protect you and your school from 
attempts to compromise it… Keeping your data safe is at the core of what we do… It’s your data, 
and we want you to know what happens with it so that you always make informed choices’ (Google 
Apps Terms of Service – Google Apps, 2016).

Nonetheless, it is not quite business as usual. In 2014 Google was hit with a federal legal suit 
regarding its practice of data mining student e-mails for purposes of targeted advertising (EPIC, 
2014). Following this, in April 2014, Google announced the discontinuance of this practice, which, 
of course, concerned (your) ‘data’. Furthermore, on the GAFE webpage (Google for Education: 
Tools schools can trust, 2016), Google announced signing of the Student Privacy Pledge, which 
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was introduced by The Future of Privacy Forum and The Software & Information Industry 
Association to ‘safeguard student privacy regarding the collection, maintenance, and use of student 
personal information’ (Future of Privacy Forum and The Software and Information Industry 
Association, 2015). This page presents statements similar to Google policies. However, the vocab-
ulary is slightly different. It is, for instance, stated that service providers should abstain from sell-
ing student information or performing behaviourally targeted advertising. However, ‘selling 
student information’ can be a matter of semantics and can be loftily interpreted as not ‘selling 
algorithmic identities’. To abstain from tailored advertising would seem to be problematic for 
Google. Indeed, in December 2015 the Electronic Freedom Foundation filed a complaint with the 
Federal Trade Commission targeting this very issue connected to the pledge (Electronic Frontier 
Foundation, 2015).

Perceptions of Google Apps for Education

In the summer of 2014, interviews were conducted with strategic staff within management, educa-
tion and IT in a Swedish educational organisation, consisting of approximately 30 schools, to 
investigate the respondents’ perceptions of the implementation of GAFE, which occurred approxi-
mately one year before the interviews. The educational organisation had implemented GAFE, 
including tools such as Gmail, Google Drive, Google Calendar, Google Docs, Google Spreadsheets, 
Google Presentation, Google Sites and Google Chromebooks were also introduced to several stu-
dent groups. The software and the device were integrated as a seamless solution to allow an opti-
mal user experience of the free software.

Six face-to-face, semi-structured interviews were carried out in places chosen by the respond-
ents. As these were involved in the implementation of many different individual schools, they can 
be seen as representatives of an evolving form of digital education governance. Given that imple-
mentation of GAFE was seen as successful, it seems reasonable to speculate that these actors will 
be involved in successive implementation of evolving technology in the years to come. The 
respondents’ professional roles were: IT teacher (I1), IT director (I2), CIO (I3), director of educa-
tion and development (I4), CMS-manager (I5), and former CEO (I6). The interviews, which were 
recorded, lasted between 90 and 150 minutes. All utterances connected to privacy were categorised 
into five themes: legal regulations, security, access to data, surveillance and tracking identities.

When the respondents discussed legal regulations, it became obvious that GAFE was perceived as 
problematic. Statements such as ‘we noted that this is not legally tight’ (I3), or ‘we summarised by 
saying that ‘the legal situation is unclear’ in the management and the board’ (I3). The organisation’s 
previous ICT solution had created massive problems and caused a vulnerable situation for them. 
Therefore, on the board ‘no one asked that much [about legal issues] since there were [ICT] problems 
to solve’ (I3). Since the solution was perceived to be free of cost, some experienced that the board actu-
ally made a kind of non-decision – a kind of no-brainer. The former CEO expressed the situation:

…we proposed that the costs [for ICT] would not increase. Party, huh. That’s no problem! It’s absolutely 
right! Or assume that [the costs] had increased by half a million every year and we came up with a 
suggestion that instantaneously would lower costs by one million. Yes, but then what? The next item on 
the agenda! These are decisions that make themselves. (I6)

According to the CIO, the organisation was prepared to take a risk since they ‘saw how good the 
functionality between GAFE and Chromebooks was’ (I3). Obviously there ‘is of course a risk in 
using GAFE since the section paragraphs of the Personal Data Act do not hold’ (I3). ‘We said that 
we should take a chance and hope that the legal issues will be resolved’ (I3).
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We manage almost everything with the new Google agreements from June 2014. The only thing we’re 
not sure about is when a pupil erases data. Can Google then say that all that data is erased everywhere 
within seven days? They say that it takes thirty days, but you can’t say that after thirty days everything 
is erased… (I3)

Privacy concerns were focused on what Google policy documents referred to as (your) ‘data’. Data 
storage was seen as legally problematic for schools, since, perceptually there were uncertainties 
about how information is used by Google. Additionally, several respondents were worried about 
how to proceed if the educational organisation was forbidden to use GAFE in the future, owing to 
uncertainties related to the Personal Data Act, i.e. what information were to be regarded as sensi-
tive: ‘Certainly, there are uncertainties about what actually is sensitive information, or not. 
Therefore, you could probably find sensitive information in Google Apps or Gmail even if the staff 
has received directives’ (I4, I5). The CIO had taken security measures to safeguard sensitive per-
sonal information from being handled in connection to GAFE. According to him, staff had been 
informed about how to handle sensitive information, i.e. not to handle it in GAFE. One respondent 
discussed the contradiction between principles and practice:

Principally, you are not allowed to save information about pupils in GAFE. In practice, I have lists of 
pupils in my drive. I have had action plans for individual pupils lying around in my drive, which is not ok 
in principle. In practice, it is a storm in a teacup. Who in the world could find an action programme on my 
drive, where it says that a pupil has reading problems – and what difference does it make? As a matter of 
principle, it is in one way, but in everyday life… (I1)

This attitude to practice was not shared by the organisation, rather, GAFE was perceived secure 
enough for the type of information that should be handled in the system.

You have to decide on an approach. What kind of information do I manage? I’m responsible for a school 
activity and that type of data … as I see it, when you work with the school system, like we do, I don’t think 
there’s any danger. I think that the information is sufficiently secure. (I3)

Another concern was that not only Google would have access to data (I3) and Google’s files: ‘You 
do not really have a document, only a link. If you were just cut off by Google, for some reason or 
another, then you haven’t got a document any longer, but you take for granted that it works’ (I5). 
This is a valid and practical concern. However, it is notable that the focus, again, is on what Google 
refers to as (your) ‘data’.

Another theme was surveillance. The respondents recognised that GAFE carried an indirect 
non-economic cost, since payment was made with personal information (I1) and that Google could 
use this information for their own purposes (I3). Still, the Google business model, as articulated in 
policy documents, was not well understood as interview responses tended to be connected to cloud-
based storage of ‘your data’ (according to Google terminology) while the more pressing privacy 
concern would be the way that Google monitors web, device and location-based behaviour. 
Therefore, one respondent articulated a fear that:

If you are afraid of surveillance, then cloud services are not the most optimal. Then the information is not 
in your sphere any longer, but on some other server and there is a risk that they look into what you are 
doing. (I5)

On the other hand, some respondents felt that the information in systems such as GAFE was not 
that sensitive:
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There is no danger that information will fall into the wrong hands when you work with school systems 
[like GAFE]. Information on that level is not sensitive, it’s secure enough. The worst that could happen is 
that incriminating information about individuals leak. (I3)

While the problematic dimensions of Google tracking user behaviour were not really recognised 
by respondents, it was interesting to find that the new technology allowed teachers to track pupil 
behaviour to a certain degree. For instance, the teachers could scrutinise the production of a docu-
ment and follow how pupils proceeded with school tasks thus rendering learning processes more 
visible to teachers:

You do not get a pile of examinations on the last day, but instead you follow their journey on their way. 
You can see what a pupil has written and then what another pupil has corrected. Or they have pasted a 
whole paragraph. ‘From where does that paragraph come?’ – You can conduct another type of discussion 
with the pupils. (I4)

This kind of surveillance of (collected) ‘information’ – using Google terminology – could be rather 
revealing. One respondent gave an example of a comment that could be communicated to the pupil: 
‘You created the document two days ago. We have had three weeks [to prepare for this task]’ (I1).

In a follow-up question, it was queried if there also were problematic aspects involving the 
educational organisation’s capacity to initiate surveillance over teachers’ work. According to the 
CIO, ‘That type of control organisation does not exist’ (I3) and no such discussions among the 
teachers were known.

On the other hand, there were some concerns about monitoring user behaviour and this was 
articulated as a problem of pupils being identified. The CIO was worried about the legal issues 
involved in tracking identities. According to the CIO, it would be very difficult to decide what 
information could be defined as personal integrity data according to the Personal Data Act:

When I have discussions with The Swedish Data Inspection Board [personal integrity data] seems to be 
everything … Pupils are not allowed to use own devices in school (such as iPads) because of the possibility 
to track their identities. They use their own iPhones, not primarily for schoolwork, but it is absolutely 
possible to do that.

It was reasoned that if pupils use personal devices, such as iPads or iPhones, Google will be able to 
identify users, since personal information is connected to their accounts. As a consequence, iPads were 
to be removed from schools. There were, therefore, some concerns about Google tracking identities:

We have looked at using Google as an identity provider. We create the accounts there and they take care of 
them. It becomes smooth. But it’s too big a security risk, and we will not own the account anymore, which 
we, of course, want to do. (I3)

Another solution to be implemented was to federate the different services into one account, created 
not by Google, but instead by the educational organisation itself:

You can, in a way, say that a Google account is necessary for [a Chromebook] to work, but we are all in 
for GAFE, so we already have the account-problem … We have started to look into federation solutions, 
where the accounts are created by us. We will hold all account information, not Google. (I3)

As we can see from the result above, worries were foremost concerning the question of sensitive 
information – (your) ‘data’. Identity tracking and personalisation – the outcome of knowledge 
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about individual pupils’ web behaviour, through cookies and anonymous identifiers – (collected) 
‘information’ – was not recognised.

Discussion

Keen (2015) claims that the free economy is being replaced by a surveillance economy and, as 
noted earlier, GAFE is thus a typical artefact of the surveillance economy. This can also be 
described in terms of the web 2.0 business model explained by O’Reilly (2009). Web 2.0 plat-
forms provide services that are free for use while economic value is produced through the pack-
aging of information generated at the proprietary platform. Basically, users are concerned with 
‘sharing’ at the front end of the application while the platform owners are concerned with ‘shar-
ing’ with third parties at the back end (O’Shaughnessy and Stadler, 2012; van Dijck, 2013). 
Sharing at the back end is seldom transparent to users, which also comes through in the inter-
views in our study.

What is then of value to Google when it supplies these free for use services? Google is deeply 
into the profiling of individual interests (Weitzner, 2007). On the one hand, this facilitates tailoring 
of search results. On the other hand, this feeds into the major business activity of helping corpora-
tions target their advertising. Fuchs (2012) characterises these practices as a blurring between 
producer and consumer, into a form of prosumer (concept originally coined by Toffler, 1980). In 
this way, Google becomes ‘a meta-exploiter of all user-generated content producers’ (Fuchs, 2012: 
43). Granted, in the Swedish context, Google has committed itself only to saving pupils’ data on a 
short-term basis. However, as is evident by their own policy documents, Google is less interested 
in exploiting this data and much more concerned with the monitoring of behaviour, i.e. to exploit 
the collected and personal information, creating algorithmic identities of individual users. As this 
is the case, most professionals engaged in implementing Google services will have difficulties in 
grasping the most pressing issues of the surveillance involved. Given the complexities we have 
constructed a tool in the form of a model (Figure 1) to be used by researchers and professionals in 
order to understand the legal position of Google, as it appears to us through their policy documents. 
We call this the Back End Selling Model as it is likely to be applicable to other platforms and cor-
porations with the web 2.0 business model beyond Google.

Beyond the monitoring of behaviour – the ‘collected’ and ‘personal’ information – Google 
also has an interest in continuously processing user data in order to refine their algorithmic 
identities, which become valuable intellectual properties owned by Google to be utilised com-
mercially but not sold to third parties. Judging by our reading of policy documents, this might be 
allowed for through the loophole of ‘processing your data’ even within GAFE. In addition, 
pupils will be using their Chromebooks in private as well. Consequently, all the substantial tools 
will be under the control of Google: hardware (Chromebook), system (Google Chrome web 
browser) and search engine (Google Search). Of course, Google can survey the performances of 
pupils using GAFE all over the world.

A further important commercial aspect, not addressed in the model (Figure 1), is that GAFE 
serves to accelerate routinised usage of a range of Google products. Not only is the Google 
brand considerably enhanced but there is also a potential of seducing young people all over the 
world into continuously choosing Google related products for various digital needs. This phe-
nomenon has been discussed in terms of vertically integrated chains (Couldry and van Dijck, 
2015), i.e. that internet giants such as Google and Facebook position themselves as gatekeepers 
of all internet activities.

GAFE is not only a powerful tool for Google. It can also be a dynamic tool for teachers. Teachers 
are already tasked with rating, ranking and ordering of pupils. Naturally, GAFE becomes a 
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facilitator for these kinds of surveillance practices. It becomes much easier to overview, sort and 
compare pupils with this kind of technology. These affordances also suggest a renegotiation of the 
value of online versus offline performances. Online behaviour, documented and quantified through 
GAFE may easily be given more weight than classroom activities, since it supplies more distinct 
and quantifiable indicators of performance. Furthermore, not only pupils, but also teachers can 
now be evaluated by school leadership in ways earlier not possible, as their activities can be moni-
tored, quantified and compared. It is interesting to see that perceptions in our interview study 
mainly concerned the legal and privacy aspects of using GAFE, whereas the surveillance aspects 
were given a lower profile. Although teachers themselves could practice surveillance of pupil 
behaviour, it was not perceived as an inherent Google standard practice.

In line with Williamson (2015b), GAFE can be characterised as ‘governing software’ similar to 
other recent applications such as Facebook for Educators, Make Things Do Stuff and Learning 
Futures. Such educational intermediaries serve to reconfigure what is seen as ‘social’ in terms of 
networked identities. Human actors, teachers and pupils alike, are understood as programmable 
socially networked creatures (Williamson, 2015b: 95). From a software studies perspective, soft-
ware cannot be viewed as merely a technical tool but rather as something that codifies certain ways 
of thinking and acting.

To study Google’s policy rhetoric is challenging, not owing to difficult terms but to the fact 
that central terms, such as processing user data or content, are not explained. Furthermore, dif-
ferent perspectives emerge in different documents, accomplished by hiding or leaving out impor-
tant information. Therefore, it was highly motivated to study policies concerning GAFE and 
their other policies in relation to each other, rather than to look at each text separately. The result 
was contradictory; it is obvious that Google talks in different voices, deliberately wanting to 
make their business model less obvious for users, who mostly do not look deeply into Google’s 
policies in any case.

Figure 1. The Back End Selling Model, as constructed by the authors. The horizontal dimension show that 
the algorithmic identities are created from both the archive (‘your’ data), as well as from the processor 
(behavioural information), as the vertical and horizontal arrows show. Information/data from the 
algorithmic identities are further elaborated to fit third parties’ interests (the diagonal arrow). The vertical 
dimension shows what information/data is sold, and not, by Google.
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Conclusion

Looking at the context of the Swedish school system, which has been compulsory and free of charge 
since 1842, the shift in successively involving the private sphere and promoting a surveillance economy 
is hazardous. We found it useful to build on Cheney-Lippold’s (2011) ideas about how power is exe-
cuted in society through knowledge about the citizens. Therefore, at stake is the pupils’ algorithmic 
identity that can be utilised as a commodity by Google. By enticing evermore usage of Google services, 
users are given access to better and more efficient tools for processing their information needs. This, in 
turn, continuously develops the archive of ‘collected’ and ‘personal’ information that can be commer-
cially exploited. In extension, this facilitates the attainment of societal, economic and political power.

Furthermore, GAFE involves another powerful technique, the programming not only of com-
puter code but also of codes of conduct, imposed as uniform standards for schools all over the 
world. In this sense, the oft repeated warning of Lessig (1999, 2006) that ‘code is law’ is quite 
pertinent. Google retains control of code and can utilise the cloud-based character of GAFE to 
continuously change code with repercussions for practices in schools all over the world. It is seem-
ingly easy to agree with Williamson (2015b: 101) in his argument that new forms of educational 
intermediaries ‘contribute to emerging notions of learners as networked individuals whose ‘social 
brains’ are to be activated and optimised through new forms of software-mediated social learning’. 
Furthermore, GAFE and other contemporary applications seem to be quickly domesticated and 
normalised, thereby serving as the foundation for implementation of evolving technologies of big 
data, recommender systems and machine learning.

In the educational organisation studied in this paper, GAFE was perceived as a positive and 
well-functioning device, covering most of their ICT needs. Privacy issues were downplayed 
because of GAFE’s advantages. The trend to implement ICTs in education is critical in this devel-
opment, especially since it is considered to be steered by the IT industry, not from teachers’ profes-
sional needs in education.

Furthermore, in the interview study most of the respondents did not bring up the subject of 
surveillance themselves, even though there were considerations when this issue was raised. As 
long as the federation solution could be pursued, the danger of insecure systems would be resolved. 
As privacy concerns, quite parallel to Google policy documents, were focused on your data rather 
than surveillance of behaviour – collected and personal information, critical discussions on imple-
mentations were aimed at a ‘straw man’. The implicit decision to let Google use and sell pupils’ 
information, enabling the creation of their algorithmic identities for advertising firms to exploit, 
was not addressed. This leads to a problematic situation. Pupils are left with no choice whether or 
not to use GAFE since school is compulsory and GAFE is the ICT in use. Can schools, or for that 
matter, municipalities, take responsibility for the exploitation of pupils’ or employees’ informa-
tion? Why should the public school system force pupils to participate in the commodification of 
their digital labour and algorithmic identities?

The use of Google’s cloud services in educational settings or other public organisations is argu-
ably an issue requiring much further study given the rapid introduction of a powerful commercial 
application that furthers surveillance into public school systems and organisations all over the world.
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